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Explainable Static Analysis

Eric Bodden,1 Lisa Nguyen Quang Do2

Abstract: Static code analysis is an important tool that aids in the early detection of programming
errors, e.g. functional flaws, performance bottlenecks or security vulnerabilities. Past research in static
analysis has mainly focused on the precise and efficient detection of programming mistakes, allowing
new analyses to return more accurate results in a shorter time. However, end-user experience or static
analysis tools in industry shows high abandonment rates. Previous work has discovered that current
analysis tools are ill-adapted to meet the needs of their users, taking a long time to yield results and
causing warnings to be frequently misinterpreted. This can quickly make the overall benefit of static
analyses deteriorate.
In this work, we argue for the need of developing a line of research on aiding users of static analysis
tools, e.g., code developers, to better understand the findings reported by those tools. We outline how
we plan to address this problem space by a novel line of research that ultimately seeks to change static
analysis tools from being tools for static analysis experts to tools that can be mastered by general code
developers. To achieve this goal, we plan to develop novel techniques for formulating, inspecting and
debugging static analyses and the rule sets they validate programs against.
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1

State of the Art

Historically, static code analysis tools have always faced the problem of unsatisfied
users [Jo13, XWM14, CB16, Wi15]. In order to provide complete results, static analysis
algorithms are known to over-approximate, returning all potential errors to the end-user, and
sometimes overwhelming them with a “wall of bugs” [Jo13]. To lower the number of false
positives, analyses are made more complex, but they take longer to run: minutes to hours to
days. This forces developers to wait for a long time before they receive feedback on their
code. Additionally, analysis tools often present warnings without explaining why they are
returned, making it difficult for the code developer to distinguish false positives from genuine
warnings. As researchers from the static-analysis tool vendor Coverity [Sy] (now owned by
Synopsis) pointed out in 2010 [Be10], the lack of easy-to-understand warning messages is
a primary cause of user dissatisfaction. Another one is the insufficient integration of the
analysis tool with the developer’s workflow [CB16].
As static analysis is generally an undecidable problem, all static-analysis tools must
approximate their computations, thus unavoidably reporting false positives. In practice,
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no tool can be precise enough to be false-positive free, which means that ultimately, the
developer is the final judge in deciding whether a warning is true or false. Situations have
been observed where complex warnings explained poorly by the tool misled the developer
into thinking they were false positives [Be10]. Moreover, the notion of a false positive can
by highly subjective, as even a true warning might not be relevant to certain developers.
Therefore, there is a dire need for tools that efficiently help developers in determining which
warnings are relevant to them.

2

Challenges

When trying to address the problems presented above, one faces the following challenges:
•

To allow developers to better understand warnings, an analysis tool must provide richer
information about why the analysis thinks that a certain program part is erroneous.
Such information is not readily available. In fact, the static analysis tool must compute
it while it conducts the analysis or as part of a post-processing module that runs after
the analysis finishes. However, if no care is taken, such additional computations can
significantly increase the time and memory consumption of the static analysis.

•

Warnings must be presented to the developer in a way that is easy to understand. Little
research has been performed on assessing which representations aid and don’t aid code
developers, and what elements should be part of an ideal representation [SBMH17].

•

A method known to help developers assess a warning is the presentation of a witness,
i.e., a real execution trace triggering the programming error [Le14]. But how can one
generate witnesses also for incomplete code, and what are the program interfaces in
such a case?

3

Required Research

In past work, we have investigated different means of adapting static analysis to the
developers’ needs [Ng17], and different ways of presenting the analysis results in an intuitive,
user-friendly manner [Ng]. Through user studies, we have demonstrated that integrating
developer information into the analysis and presenting results in a more transparent way
helps developers fix errors significantly faster and provide them with a better overall
experience of static analysis. While those first results are promising, there is still a lot to
research to be conducted, especially in the areas of visualizations and responsiveness.
The envisioned line of research should aim at producing novel and improved means to present
static analysis warnings to developers, ideally allowing them to assess a problematic situation
quickly and correctly in all cases. To address the above problems, one must bring together
expertise from the areas of static and dynamic program analysis and human-computer
interaction. User studies would need to be an essential part of a work plan to address the
problems mentioned above.
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4

Possible solution outline

Concretely we propose to address the challenges outlined above by moving from a bare
code-analysis technology to a developer-assistant system that will collaborate interactively
with the developer to reach a joint understanding of the vulnerability situation at hand. As
one of its design principles, such an assistant could include elements of gamification. For
instance, the assistant could present to the developer potential vulnerabilities in a prioritized
way, showing first those that are directly relevant to the developer, e.g. because they are
close to the code they are currently editing, and who are also known to be easy to fix, taking
into account the bug-fixing knowledge the particular developer is known to have acquired
over the past. Then, when known to master well vulnerabilities at one level, the assistant
could move the developer to the next level, displaying vulnerabilities e.g. of a different kind,
or which are deemed slightly harder to judge. With knowledge of the developer’s workflow
and team setup, the assistant could even make use of the knowledge of the developer’s team
colleagues, e.g. by automatically including them into the judgment of vulnerabilities that
the developer at hand is known not yet to be able to handle. This would allow the assistant
to help one both derive the correct judgement (vulnerability or not) but would also aid the
transfer of bug-fixing knowledge within the team.
As a second important element, however, we see dedicated new views and corresponding
interactions that such an assistant should allow developers to make use of. In the past, we
have seen a positive analysis developer response to a prototype that we built and which
displays side by side the analyzed code with statements highlighted that contribute to a
vulnerability, the implementation of the analysis but also a graph representation showing
how the analysis executes over the given program part [Ng]. The user interface also allows
novel interactions, e.g. setting special breakpoints that halt not the analyzed program but
the static analysis when it processes the statement of the analyzed program that carries the
breakpoint. In user experiments, we were able to show that such an approach eases the
developers of static analyses in debugging the analyses that they write. The same views will
likely be too complex to understand for developers who have no experience in static analysis.
Yet, at the same time, we do believe that novel views are needed to explain developers why a
static analysis arrives at a particular judgement, i.e., why it thinks that a certain vulnerability
actually exists. Such novel views could also, for instance, display information about code
locations at which the program analysis is uncertain, or might even ask dedicated, simple
questions to the developer to help judge a vulnerability situation [DDA12], e.g.: “Is this
untrusted input known to be sanitized elsewhere?” Those views, would then enable the
developer to judge the vulnerability situation with much greater confidence, and in turn
boost their ability to correctly judge future situations.
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